
Checklist for presentations by LSC members
updated Jan 2013

A synopsis of LSC rules is provided for presentations (talks or posters). Please contact the P&P Committee
( lsc-pp ligo.caltech.edu ) for questions, or consult the primary (policy and procedures) documents available
near the top of the P&P web page: https://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/ppcomm/

I. All Presentations

1. Reserve a DCC G-number: https://dcc.ligo.org/cgi-bin/private/DocDB/DocumentDatabase
Use your DCC entry to enter your abstract and (later) to upload your presentation file. Also include in
the DCC metadata entries any relevant information such as the conference (the “event”), authorship,
etc. Special note: The DCC does not explicitly provide author byline options such as “for the LSC
(or LVC)” (see below). In this case, select the presenter as “Individual Author” and use the “Author
Groups” box to indicate LSC or LVC, as appropriate.

2. Display the DCC number on your title slide and/or footer, or on your poster.

3. Determine if the abstract and presentation require LSC review. In most cases, the answer is yes. (If
no, then you are done.) Review is required if the answer is yes to any of the following:

(a) LIGO data, equipment, or LSC resources (e.g. computing) is used.

(b) LSC results, including observational results or interferomter noise curves, are presented.

(c) The work presented is included in your group’s MOU with the LSC.

(d) The work benefited from discussions/interactions with LSC working groups.

(e) The presentation is “for the LSC (+ Virgo)”

(f) The presentation makes statements about LSC results, LIGO capabilities, or LIGO prospects.

4. Determine if the authorship is short-author list or if you are speaking for the LSC (or LSC + Virgo).
Presentations “for the LSC (+Virgo)” would include:

(a) The presentation is primarily about LIGO (+Virgo) status and/or observational results.

(b) Use of LIGO (Virgo) data. (See 5c for exceptions.)

(c) Statements of collaboration policy, e.g. choice of technology, running strategy.

(d) Presentation of methods which are supported by LSC or LVC working groups, e.g. the search
pipeline used for observational results.

(e) Status/progress of an LSC instrument group.

(f) Discussion of LSC (LVC) agreements with external collaborations.

5. Short-author (or single author) presentations include:

(a) Results for a specific instrument R&D project.

(b) Methodological studies, such as an analysis techniques, using synthetic data.

(c) Methodological studies using LIGO and/or Virgo “open collaboration data,” currently defined as
S5/VSR1 or earlier.

(d) Detector characterization studies, limited to 10% of the data for runs more recent than open
collaboration data.



(e) For both of the above two categories, it should not be possible to draw GW observational impli-
cations from the presentation.

(f) Review talks of a broader perspective than that of the LSC, e.g. an overview of GW detection
experiments. LSC (LVC) results are limited to those in the public domain (in arXiv and submitted
to a journal).

II. Checklist for “for the LSC (LVC)” presentations

1. Determine if the presentation is “for the LSC” or “for the LVC”:
It is LVC if it uses either LIGO or Virgo data recorded after 17May2007, or it reports LVC-authored
results, or it reports on work arising from the joint L-V working groups, or work involving L-V proposals
with external groups.

2. An LVC presentation must:

(a) be approved by both the P&P and the VEB.

(b) carry the author byline “Joe Author for the LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collab-
oration”.

3. Otherwise, LSC presentations require only P&P approval and the author byline must be “Joe Author
for the LIGO Scientific Collaboration”.

4. All observation-related results must be either already public, or explicitly approved by the review
committee of the relevant L-V working group. Observational results (as might appear later in a journal
paper) must also be approved by the LSC Executive Committee (and the VSC.)

5. LSC (+ Virgo) logos should appear at a minimum on title and results slides.

6. The journal or arXiv reference for results taken from LSC (LVC) papers should be cited.

7. LVC individuals should not be cited for contributions, unless in the form of a separate publication, e.g.
a journal reference.

8. The LSC (LVC) acknowledgment statement is not required in presentations. (It is required for con-
ference proceedings papers or journal papers. The current version is posted on the P&P web page.)
Personal acknowledgments are discouraged.

9. The abstract or presentation should first be circulated for comment within the relevant LSC or L-V
working group.

10. Especially for busy conferences, the P&P (and VEB) need a week of lead time. Be sure to circulate
within the working group in advance of this, according to the custom/rules of the working group.

11. Send an email to the P&P at lsc-pp@ligo.caltech.edu (and the VEB at veb@ego-gw.it ) when you are
ready to have the abstract/presentation reviewed. Provide the URL of your DCC entry and any relevant
information about working group comments or reviews, etc.

12. Update the DCC entry with revised versions, if any.

13. For conferences, select your conferencee in the “event” category of the metadata of your DCC entry.
This provides a tag which allows for ease of search and grouping of talks.



III. Checklist for short-author list presentations

1. Check the criteria in section I-4-b above. Contact the P&P if there are questions.

2. LSC (LVC) papers and work by LVC authors should be cited, as appropriate.

3. The abstract or presentation should first be circulated for comment within the relevant LSC or L-V
working group.

4. Especially for busy conferences, the P&P (and VEB) need a week of lead time. Be sure to circulate
within the working group in advance of this, according to the custom/rules of the working group.

5. Send an email to the P&P at lsc-pp@ligo.caltech.edu (and the VEB at veb@ego-gw.it ) when you are
ready to have the abstract/presentation reviewed. Provide the URL of your DCC entry and any relevant
information about working group comments, etc.

6. For conferences, select your conference in the “event” category of the metadata of your DCC entry.
This provides a tag which allows for ease of search and grouping of talks.

7. Update the DCC entry with revised versions, if any.


